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Optimal Transmission Radius for
Energy Efficient Broadcasting Protocols
in Ad Hoc and Sensor Networks
François Ingelrest, David Simplot-Ryl and Ivan Stojmenović
Abstract— We investigate the problem of minimum en-
ergy broadcasting in ad hoc networks where nodes have
capability to adjust their transmission range. The minimal
transmission energy needed for correct reception by neigh-
bor at distancer is proportional to rα +ce, α and ce being
two environment-dependent constants. We demonstrate the
existence of an optimal transmission radius, computed with
a hexagonal tiling of the network area, that minimizes
the total power consumption for a broadcasting task. This
theoretically computed value is experimentally confirmed.
The existing localized protocols are inferior to existing
centralized protocols for dense networks. We present two
localized broadcasting protocols, based on derived ‘target’
radius, that remain competitive for all network densities.
The first one, TR-LBOP, computes the minimal radius
needed for connectivity and increases it up to the target
one after having applied a neighbor elimination scheme
on a reduced subset of direct neighbors. In the second
one, TRDS, each node first considers only neighbors
whose distance is no greater than the target radius (which
depends on the power consumption model used), and
neighbors in a localized connected topological structure
such as RNG or LMST. Then, a connected dominating
set is constructed using this subgraph. Nodes not selected
for the set may be sent to sleep mode. Nodes in selected
dominating set apply TR-LBOP. This protocol is the first
one to consider both activity scheduling and minimum
energy consumption as one combined problem. Finally,
some experimental results for both protocols are given,
as well as comparisons with other existing protocols. Our
analysis and protocols remain valid if energy needed for
packet receptions is charged.
Index Terms— Ad Hoc Networks, Sensor Networks, En-
ergy Efficient Broadcasting, Optimal Transmission Radius,
Localized Communication Protocols.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ad hoc networks are autonomous and decentralized
networks, composed of possibly mobile devices such as
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sensors, laptops orPDAs. Communications occur over a
radio channel, ranges are thus restricted and only close
nodes can communicate to each other. As the consid-
ered devices rely on batteries with limited capacity, the
most important criterion when designing communication
protocols is obviously energy conservation.
In this paper, we are interested in the broadcasting
task, also referred to asflooding, that consists of sending
a unique message from an arbitrary host to all the
other ones in the network. This process can be used
for many purposes, like publication of services or route
discovery, as defined inDSR (Dynamic Source Routing)
[1]. In ad hoc networks, as communication ranges are
limited, many nodes must retransmit the packet to obtain
a total coverage of the network. The simplest way to
perform broadcasting is that each host relays once the
message. If there exists a path between the source mobile
and any other one, a total coverage is ensured. This
method, known asBlind Flooding, is easy to implement
but unfortunately leads to a huge and useless energy
consumption:
• A lot of ‘redundant’ packets are generated, because
nodes relay blindly even if their neighborhood has
already been covered by other transmissions.
• If nodes can control their transmission range (and
therefore their spent energy), it is useless in most
cases to emit with a full power.
We consider the minimum energy broadcasting prob-
lem, where nodes adjust their transmisison power so
that each node receives the packet and the total energy
consumed by all nodes is minimized. The problem is
known to beNP-complete [2] and most of the proposed
solutions are centralized [3], that is a global knowledge
of the network is needed to apply them. This is inefficient
in a decentralized network, as many messages are to
be exchanged between nodes to obtain such knowledge.
Mobility or changes in activity status cause frequent
changes in network topology. Centralized protocols are
thus unusable in a practical context. Therefore, it is
preferable to consider localized protocols, in which
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nodes make decisions based solely on the knowledge
of their 1-hop (direct neighbors).
Since energy consumption depends on transmission
ranges, a straightforward way to minimize it is to use
radii as small as possible at each node. This observation
was explored and applied in many previously proposed
protocols. However, a commonly accepted energy model
adds a constant to the consumption, regardless of the
chosen radius, to take into account miscellaneous costs
(such as minimal power needed for correct signal pro-
cessing). Considering this, minimizing the energy con-
sumption at each node may not be an optimal behavior,
because small radii require more nodes to participate in
the broadcasting process to cover a given area. This may
lead to an increased global energy consumption, although
each node has tried to minimize its own consumption.
The problem is especially notable in dense networks,
with small distances to the nearest neighbors. The previ-
ously proposed localized minimum energy broadcasting
protocols [4] were based on covering the closest neigh-
bors in a connected topology, and were therefore inferior
to the centralized protocols for dense networks.
We present here the concept of an optimal transmis-
sion radius, whose length balances the energy consump-
tion at each node and the number of needed relays. We
first show how this radius is theoretically computed by
using a hexagonal tiling of the network area. Then we
present two localized broadcasting protocols that make
use of this concept of optimal radius:
• The first one, namedTR-LBOP (Target Radius
LMST Broadcast Oriented Protocol), is a neighbor
elimination scheme applied to a reduced subset of
direct neighbors. Needed radii are modified to fit
the desired value whenever it is possible.
• The second one, namedTRDS (Target Radius and
Dominating Sets based protocol), adapts the net-
work topology and computes a connected dominat-
ing set, so that the distance between direct dominant
neighbors is as near as possible to the optimal
radius.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we give the needed preliminaries on
network and energy models. Section III proposes a
literature review of existing energy efficient protocols
for ad hoc networks. In Section IV, the concept of an
optimal transmission radius and its computation are con-
sidered, while in Section V we present the two localized
broadcasting protocols that make use of a target radius
parameter. Then, Section VI gives some experimental
results and compares our two protocols to other existing
ones in the literature. We finally conclude in Section VII.
Fig. 1. Example of a unit graph.
Preliminary versions of portions of this article ap-
peared in [5], [6].
II. PRELIMINARIES
We represent an ad hoc network by a graphG =
(V,E) whereV is the set of nodes (the mobiles) and
E ⊆ V 2 is the set of edges that gives the available
communications:(u, v) belongs toE means thatv is a
physical neighbor ofu, i.e.u can directly send a message
to v. Let us assume that the maximum range of commu-
nication, denoted byR, is the same for all vertices and
that d(u, v) is the Euclidean distance betweenu andv.
The setE is then defined as follows:
E = {(u, v) ∈ V 2 | d(u, v) ≤ R}.
So defined graph is called theunit graph, with R as its
transmission radius. An example of such a graph is given
in Figure 1. Each nodeu ∈ V is assigned a unique value
to be used as an identifier (id), so that the identifier of
u is denoted byid(u). We also define the neighborhood
setN(u) of a vertexu as:
N(u) = {v | (u, v) ∈ E}.
The size of this set,|N(u)|, is also known as the
degree ofu. The density of the graph is the average
degree for each node. Note that(u, u) is not in E.
Nodes in a minimum energy broadcasting protocol
need position information about their neighbors. The
common method used to gain this knowledge is the
use of special short messages namedHELLO messages
that are periodically emitted by each node, announcing
their own position. To find their position, nodes may use
a location system like theGPS. Other miscellaneous
positioning or distance measurement systems can be
found in the literature [7]–[10].
We assume that all packets are of the same size
(number of bits). In the most commonly used energy
model, the measurement of the energy consumption
of network interfaces when transmitting a fixed size
message depends on the ranger of the emitteru:
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E(u) =
{
r(u)α + ce if r(u) 6= 0,
0 otherwise,
(1)
r(u) being the transmitting range ofu andce a constant
that represents an overhead due signal processing. The
model α = 4, ce = 108 is derived from a work by
Rodoplu and Meng [11], and it seems realistic enough
to be used as a reference. These values are expressed in
arbitrary units, and can be converted into any given units
by using the corresponding multiplication factor.
Nodes also consume some energy upon the reception
of a message. This consumptioncr is constant, regardless
of the distance between the emitter and the receiver. The
reference value generally used is one third of the energy
consumed by a100-meter emission, that iscr = 13 ×
(100α + ce). In the previously stated model, this gives
cr =
2
3
× 108.
III. R ELATED WORK
A straighforward protocol to broadcast a message is
calledBlind Flooding: each node simply relays once the
message to its neighborhood. Many solutions have been
proposed to replace this inefficient method, and mainly
two families can be distinguished:
• The first one reduces the number of needed emis-
sions to obtain a total coverage.
• The second one considers radius adjustment with
suitable hardware to further reduce energy con-
sumption. The previous method can be seen as the
discrete version of this one: nodes can only choose
between0 and the maximum value for their radius,
while here it can be any value in this interval.
All these solutions consider omnidirectional antennas,
that is a single transmission is received by all the
neighboring nodes located within selected transmission
range. We adopt this model in this article. There also
exists some solutions that consider directional antennas
[12], for which an angle of emission can be chosen.
A. Minimizing the Quantity of Transmissions
A remarkable protocol that belongs to this family
is namedMPR (Multipoint Relay Protocol) and has
been proposed by Qayyum et al. [13]. It is a greedy
heuristics which makes nodes select their own relays
before retransmitting. This selection, which is forwarded
with the broadcasting packet, is composed of an optimal
subset of direct neighbors that entirely covers the2-hop
neighborhood. Nodes that receive this packet but do not
have been selected do not relay it. This protocol is used
in an IETF standardized routing protocol namedOLSR
(Optimized Link State Routing) [14].
The NES (Neighbor Elimination Scheme) was inde-
pendently proposed in [15] and [16]. In this scheme,
nodes do not relay the message immediately but monitor
their physical neighborhood for a given time. Each
neighbor that receives a copy of the same message is
eliminated from an internal uncovered neighbors list.
If this list becomes empty before the timeout occurs,
the retransmission is canceled. This method has been
further improved by other protocols likeRRS (RNG
Relay Subset) [17], which reduces the set of monitored
neighbors (and thus the probability of retransmitting) by
using a special (simplified) graph namedRNG (Relative
Neighborhood Graph) [18].
Finally, some broadcasting protocols are based on the
computation of a subset ofV , denoted byVdom, which
satisfies two properties:
• All nodes in V either belong toVdom or are di-
rectly connected to a node inVdom (i.e. Vdom ∪
N(Vdom) = V ). Such a subset is a dominating
one.
• It is connected (i.e. there exists a path between any
two nodes inVdom).
Finding the smallest possible connected dominating
set is aNP-complete problem even if a global knowledge
of the network is provided [19]. Despite such difficulty,
some localized algorithms to compute an efficient sub-
optimal set have been proposed and can thus be used in
ad hoc networks. Amongst them is theGeneralized Self
Pruning Ruleproposed by Dai et al. [20]. This algorithm
computes an efficient connected dominating set by using
solely the knowledge of the physical neighborhood.
However, it is based on a ‘marking scheme’ where nodes
exchange several messages to inform about their status at
various stages of the protocol. The protocol was modified
in [21] to avoid message exchanges. Therefore each node
can decide whether or not it is in dominating set without
exchanging any messages with neighbors, following the
protocol in [21]. This rule was computationally simpli-
fied in [22], and we describe here only that variant. Note
that [20], [21] and [22] generate the same dominating
sets, but with different communication and computation
complexities. First, each node checks if it is intermediate,
that is, whether it has at least two neighbors not directly
connected. Then each intermediate nodeA constructs a
subgraphGh of its neighbors with higher priorities: in
the graph composed byA and its neighborhood, each
node which has a lower priority thanA is removed,A
is also removed, as well as the corresponding edges.
The resulting subgraph is denoted byGh. If the latter
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is empty or disconnected thenA is in the dominating
set. If Gh is connected but there exists a neighbor ofA
which is not neighbor of any node fromGh thenA is in
the dominating set. OtherwiseA is covered and is not in
the dominating set. Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm can
be used to test the connectivity (it is performed locally at
each node). Non-intermediate nodes are never dominant.
To broadcast a message, dominant nodes are the only
needed relays to cover the whole network.
The priority of a node can be represented by any
collection of values: comparisons are then made on the
primary key, if they are equal on the secondary key and
so on. In the original version of this algorithm, theid of
nodes was used as a simple key, but many other metrics
can be found in [23].
B. Adjusting Radii
Several broadcasting protocols based on adjusting
transmission radii are based on the computation of a
connected subgraph of the original network graphG.
Edges of the considered subgraph are used to determine
communication radii. The following three subgraphs are
used:
• TheMST (Minimum Spanning Tree) is used in [3].
It is a tree connecting all nodes whose total edge
weight is minimized. The weight is normally edge
length, and this tree has short edges.
• The RNG (Relative Neighborhood Graph), which
removes the longest edge of any triangle in the
graph and has an average degree of2.6. This graph
was introduced by Toussaint [18].
• The LMST (Local Minimum Spanning Tree), in
which nodes compute theMST of their physical
neighbors and keep only edges that are selected by
both endpoints in their respectiveMSTs. This graph
was proposed recently by Li et al. [24]. It has an
average degree of2.04 and has been proven to be a
subgraph of theRNG [4]. It is proven in [25] that
MST is a subset ofLMST.
Figure 2 illustrates these subgraphs. It can be noticed
that only theMST requires centralized protocol: the
knowledge of the whole topology of the network is
required for its computation. TheRNG can be locally
computed without requiring any message exchange. The
computation ofLMST requires one message from each
node in order to remove asymmetric links.
Wieselthier et al. defined in [3] a topology control al-
gorithm which is based on theMST. Each node chooses
a radius that covers only neighbors in theMST. Since, by
its construction, this graph is connected, the new graph
derived from this range assignment is also always con-
nected. This method offers good performance (except for
very dense networks), but is costly for implementation in
ad hoc networks because of centralized computation of
MST. Other protocols that use locally defined graphs
instead of theMST have since been proposed: the
protocol RBOP (RNG Broadcast Oriented Protocol)
[26] uses theRNG while LBOP (LMST Broadcast
Oriented Protocol) [4] uses theLMST.
In the same paper, Wieselthier et al. also defined a
c ntralized protocol namedBIP (Broadcast Incremental
Power). This heuristics constructs from a source node
a broadcasting tree that spans the network. Nodes are
added one by one to the tree by choosing the less
expensive action: either a node that is already emitting
increases its radius or a node that is not emitting starts
a new transmission. The ‘price’ of an action is the
additional power needed to cover one more node. A
node cancels its transmission if it notices that the circle
covered by its transmission is completely inside another
circle covered already by a transmitting neighbor.
IV. T HE CONCEPT OF ANOPTIMAL TRANSMISSION
RADIUS
Our algorithms are based on the observation that it is
not always suitable to minimize the transmission radius.
Indeed, the number of transmissions needed to cover
the network is inversely proportional to the (square of
the) range used. Therefore, for largec in rα + c, many
transmissions over short edges are energy consuming due
to multiples ofc. Large radius also causes large power
consumption. In this section, we show that there exists
an optimal radius, depending on the energy model.
Let us consider a rectangular areaS on which some
emitting nodes are to be placed. These nodes will have
to perform a flooding, so that the whole area will be
covered. Emissions are done with a range that is going to
be determined, the goal being to perform the task while
minimizing the energy consumption. There are thus two
related parameters to set:
• The number of nodes, denoted byn.
• The range used for emissions, denoted byr.
The main problem is the placement of the emitting
nodes. We choose a hexagonal tiling, that is the area
is divided into several hexagons, nodes being placed on
vertices. Obviously, the distance between emitters should
be exactlyr to avoid having holes and ‘useless’ nodes
(i.e. whose transmission area is entirely covered by other
nodes), so we chooser as the length of the side of an
hexagon. The quantity of verticesn (i.e. nodes) now
depends on the value ofr, as illustrated by Figure 3.
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(a) Unit graph (b) MST (c) LMST (d) RNG
Fig. 2. Example of an unit graph and its associated subgraphs.
r
r
Fig. 3. Hexagonal tiling of the areaS for two different values ofr.
The edge length (and also transmission radius)r is
a variable. The goal is to find its value that minimizes
overall energy consumption, and consider that value as
the network parameter. As suggested previously, two
behaviors can be distinguished here:
• Using a high value for would make nodes cover
a large part of the area, thus decreasing the value
of n.
• On the contrary, using a low value forr would
increase the value ofn.
So we just have to find the optimal distance between
nodes, that is the value ofr that leads to the minimal
energy consumption for the considered flooding. Know-
ing thatr is the exact distance between two neighboring
vertices, we can easily compute the needed quantity of
nodes to cover the whole area. To do this, we only have
to compute how many hexagons, denoted byh, fit on
our area of surfaceS:
h ≃ Area of the region
Area of a hexagon
=
S
3
2
r2
√
3
=
2S
3r2
√
3
.
To tile the area, two nodes have to be placed per
hexagon (since each hexagon has six nodes, and each
node is common to three hexagons), the number of nodes
n is then:
n = 2h =
k
r2
, k =
4S
3
√
3
,
k being a constant value that does not depend on the
value ofr.
A. An Ideal Computation of the Optimal Transmission
Radius
In this part, we do not consider the loss of energy of
nodes due to the reception of a message. Thus, by using
(1), we can define the consumption of a blind flooding
with a transmission radiusr to be:
PC(r) = n(rα + ce) =
k(rα + ce)
r2
.
The optimal transmission radiusr is simply the one
that gives the minima of the functionPC(r), which are
determined byα and ce. Given thatα ≥ 2, ce ≥ 0 and
r > 0, there are only a few cases to enumerate:
• α = 2, ce = 0 PC(r) = k, regardless ofr.
• α = 2, ce 6= 0 PC(r) = k(1 + ce.r−2) which has
no minimum, but the greater ther, the smaller the
consumption. That is, a single transmission reaching
all network nodes appears energy optimal.
• α > 2, ce = 0 PC(r) = krα−2 which does not
have a minimum whenr > 0, but the smaller the
r, the smaller the consumption. That is, selecting
nearest neighbors, with preserved connectivity, as
explained, appears optimal in this case.
• α > 2, ce 6= 0 PC(r) = k(rα−2 + cer−2) which
has a minimum. We have:
PC′(r) = k((α − 2)rα−3 − 2cer−3),
which reaches zero when :
r = α
√
2ce
α − 2 .
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Fig. 4. Power consumption withα = 4 andce = 108.
Considering the fourth case withα = 4 andce = 108,
Figure 4 gives the power consumption of a flooding over
our rectangular area. It clearly shows that the optimal
radiusr is 100, which is indeed a solution ofPC′(r).
Below this value, there are too many emitting nodes,
making the constantce a problem while a greater radius
makes the constantα a problem. It can be observed,
however, that the function has small slope around the
optimal radius, and deviation of up to20% from the
optimal radius does not have significant impact on the
optimality. This is an encouraging observation, since in
reality we do not have nodes at ideal hexagonal tiling,
but selecting existing nodes nearby gives satisfactory
approximations.
It can also be noticed thatα = 2 brings special cases.
In the first one (ce 6= 0), the maximal radius must be
used to minimize the energy consumption, while in the
second one (ce = 0) the chosen radius does not influence
the power consumption.
B. Consideration of the Power Consumption upon Re-
ception
In a practical context, nodes spend some energy when
they receive messages, as stated in Section II. Thus, each
emission will be received by a number of neighbors that
depend on the area covered by this emission, which itself
depends on the chosen radiusr. If d is the original
density when using the maximal rangeR, then the
densityd(r) when using a radiusr is:
d(r) = d× Area covered with radius r
Area covered with radius R
= d× πr
2
πR2
=
dr2
R2
.
Thus, a node emitting with a radiusr reachesd(r)
neighbors. We first consider the case when emitting node
does not switch off its own receiver and therefore we
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Fig. 5. Power consumption withα = 4, ce = 108 andcr = 23 ×10
8.
charge a reception to the emitter. The power consumption
of the broadcasting then becomes:
PC(r) = n × (rα + ce)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
+ n × cr × (d(r) + 1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
,
Emissions Receptions
which becomes:
PC(r) = k × (rα−2 + (ce + cr)r−2 +
dcr
R2
).
Considering the case whereα > 2, ce 6= 0 andcr 6= 0,
the derivative of this function is:
PC′(r) = k((α − 2)rα−3 − 2(ce + cr)r−3)
which reaches zero when
r =
α
√
2(ce + cr)
α − 2 .
Figure 5 illustrates the power consumption of the blind
flooding when considering the model of Rodoplu and
Meng (α = 4, ce = 108, cr = 23 × 108). Once again,
there is a minimum value in the consumption, which
happens this time withr = 113.62.
If the transmitting node switches off its own receiver
to avoid energy being used for the unnecessary reception,
the ‘+1’ portion in the total power consumption formula
PC(r) will disappear, and the formula for the target
radius becomes the same as in the case when reception
power was not charged at all (that is, same as if we
assumedcr = 0). There exists a very simple explanation
for this outcome. Consider a given non-transmitting node
positioned anywhere in the hexagonal tiling. Regard-
less of the value ofr, it receives fixed number of
transmissions. Scaling hexagons around selected node
scales equally the transmitting radius, therefore has no
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impact on the number of receptions. More precisely, the
whole area can be divided into some sectors, with given
fixed number of receptions received in each sector, and
that figure simply scales withr without impacting the
number of receptions. Consider now a transmitting node.
If its own transmission is not charged, then the same
conclusion about irrelevance of reception energy on the
selection of the target radius is valid. However, if its own
receiver is on then the total number of such receptions
equals the total number of transmitting nodes, therefore
+cr is added toce in the formula for the target radius.
V. TARGET RADIUS BROADCASTING PROTOCOLS
Given all the previous results about the computation
of an optimal radius, our goal is now to design efficient
broadcasting protocols. The goal is to decide which
nodes should relay the broadcasting message and with
which radius.
We present here two protocols that make use of a
target radius parameter in the designation of relays and
radii:
• The first one is namedTR-LBOP (Target Radius
LMST Broadcast Oriented Protocol). Its concept
is to compute the minimal needed radius for each
node to preserve the connectivity, and to increase it
up to the target one whenever it is possible.
• The second one is namedTRDS (Target Radius and
Dominating Sets based protocol). This protocol uses
a topology control step to designate dominant nodes
as relays with a distance between them as close as
possible to the target radius.
Both of them use a parameter that we call a ‘target
radius’, whose goal is to influence the distance between
emitting nodes, thus controlling the topology. Depending
on the considered energy model, the computed value
of the optimal range should be used for this parameter,
referred to asT .
A. TR-LBOP
We selected to modify theLBOP protocol [4] for
three different reasons:
• It is localized.
• The Neighbor Elimination Schemeconsiders only
nearest neighbors.
• It performs well when compared to centralized
protocols like BIP, for graphs that are not very
dense (where the impact of the target radius concept
is negligible).
The principle of LBOP is as follows. Each node
that receives the broadcasting message for the first
time generates a list of itsLMST-neighbors that have
not received this message and starts monitoring the
communications that occur in its neighborhood. Each
time one of itsLMST-neighbors receives the message,
the corresponding node is removed from the list. After
a given timeout, two cases can happen: if the list is
empty, the retransmission is canceled, otherwise the
message is relayed with the radius needed to cover the
furthest neighbor in the list. This is a standard neighbor
elimination scheme (NES) limited to LMST-neighbors.
As the node density increases,RNG and LMST
neighbors are getting closer, and thereforeLBOP re-
duces transmission radii. Rebroadcasting with a minimal
radius is not always an optimal behavior, because too
short radii require more nodes to act as relays. The
constant energy charge for each transmission then leads
to energy inefficient solution compared toBIP protocol,
for example.
We apply the concept of optimal ‘target’ transmission
radius to design a competitive minimum energy broad-
casting protocol for all network densities. We modify
some parts of theLBOP algorithm, so that each node
increases its radius up to the target one when a retrans-
mission is needed.
Each nodeu has to manage two listsL(u) andL′(u)
during theNES. The first one,L(u), stores the neighbors
needed to keep the connectivity of the network. As
with LBOP we use theLMST-subgraph, so thatL(u)
contains neighborsv of u for which the edge(u, v)
belongs toLMST . The list L′(u) stores every other
neighbor of the nodeu:
∀u ∈ V L′(u) = N(u) \ L(u).
During the NES, each neighbor that receives the
broadcasting message is removed from the corresponding
list (L if it is a LMST-neighbor, L′ otherwise). Of
course, the nodeu can immediately remove the neighbor
from which it received the message and their common
neighbors which also received the same message, based
on the transmission radius used.
When the timeout is up, two cases can happen:
• The list L(u) is empty, in which case the retrans-
mission is canceled, as withLBOP, because it is
not needed to keep the connectivity.
• There is at least one node inL(u), in which case
the nodeu has to rebroadcast the message to reach
the nodes left inL(u).
In the second case, when the retransmission is needed,
we know that the node will have to support the cost of the
constantce. So, as explained previously, it can be more
‘in elligent’ to increase the needed radius up to the target
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(a) T = 100 meters
(b) T = 65 meters
Fig. 6. Loss of connectivity with an adjusted radius.
one, when it is possible. We define two values,DL and
DL′ . The first one,DL is defined by:
DL = max{d(u, v) | v ∈ L(u)},
The second one,DL′ is defined by:
DL′ = {d(u, v) | v ∈ L(u) ∪ L′(u) ∧
δuv = min{δuw | w ∈ L(u) ∪ L′(u)}},
whereδuv = |d(u, v) − T |.
In other words, the chosen distance is the length of the
edge between the nodeu and its non-reached neighbor
which is the nearest one fromT . The final chosen radius
is simply:
r(u) = max{DL,DL′}.
In dense networks, this modification leads to a situ-
ation where nodes mostly emit with a radius as close
as possible toT . The increased number of reached
neighbors is balanced with the full neighbor elimination
scheme ofLBOP, so that the number of relays does not
increase dramatically.
Experimental results for this protocol are given in
Section VI.
B. TRDS
The main idea of this protocol is to reduce radii of
nodes down to the target one. However, restraining radii
in a localized manner is not that easy, as connectivity
must be preserved. Figure 6 shows this problem with two
different target radii. If nodes uniformly choose100m.
as their radius, the resulting network is connected, while
it is no longer the case withT = 65m. This clearly
illustrates the need for some nodes to use a longer radius
to preserve the connectivity.
Our protocol uses a target radius and a locally defined
connected graph, like theRNG or theLMST, to preserve
the connectivity. Given these elements, the algorithm is
divided into three steps:
1) Adapt the topology of the network so that each
node chooses a radius as close as possible toT ,
while still maintaining the connectivity. This is
achieved by constructing the subgraph where each
node considers only neighbors inRNG (or LMST)
and neighbors whose distance is no greater than the
target radius.
2) Select dominant nodes to relay the message. A
connected dominating set (CDS) is determined
using constructed subgraph. Nodes not selected for
CDS may be sent to sleep mode and periodically
woken up for sending and receiving messages
from associated dominating set nodes, if activity
scheduling is also considered.
3) Perform the broadcasting over this new topology.
Nodes in selectedCDS remain active and apply
TR-LBOP. If all nodes remain active then nodes
not selected in dominating set do not retransmit,
but impact the decisions of nodes from selected
CDS.
Topology Control usingT
Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph. To preserve the
network connectivity while modifying the transmission
range of nodes, we compute a subgraphG′ = (V,E′),
which has to be connected, sparse, bidirectional and
computed locally. Some good examples of such graphs
are theRNG or theLMST.
FromG, G′ andT , we compute for a nodeu a range
assignmentr(u) defined by:
∀u ∈ V, r(u) = max{d(u, v) | v ∈ V
∧ (d(u, v) ≤ T ∨ (u, v) ∈ E′)}.
In other words, each node chooses a range that covers
all its neighbors that belong toG′ (to preserve con-
nectivity) and also those that are closer thanT (these
ones can belong toG). This graph is denoted byGr =
(V,Er). The topology we keep is the symmetrical part of
Gr; unidirectional links are simply removed. Each node
should send a message containing the pre-selected trans-
mission range in order to eliminate asymmetric links,
and possibly adjust its transmission range afterwards.
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(a) Unit Graph (b) LMST (c) T = 50 (d) T = 150
Fig. 7. Unit graph with itsLMST (R = 250) and dominating sets after topology control withT = 50 andT = 150.
An asymmetrical graph could also be used if a suitable
computation of a connected dominating set is applied.
The removal of directional links may further reduce the
radius needed for preserving the connectivity. We denote
this graph byGT = (V,ET ) and it is defined by:
ET = Er∩E−1r , E−1r = {(u, v) ∈ V 2 | (v, u) ∈ Er}.
Edges that belong to the setEr are directed,E−1r
contains the same set of ‘reversed’ edges. By keeping
the intersection of the two sets, we keep only the
bidirectional links.
This new graph is obviously connected, since it con-
tainsG′. After this step, each node has a radius as close
as possible toT with a connectivity preserved, of course
as long as the original graph was itself connected.
Energy Efficient Dominating Sets
Given a connected graphGT , obtained thanks to the
first step, we now compute a connected dominating set
to select which nodes should act as relays. To compute
such a set, many algorithms have been proposed [20],
[27], [28], and any of them can be used.
Hence, the set of vertices is now composed of two
sets:
• The first one,D, is composed from dominant nodes.
Only these nodes will have to relay messages.
• The second one,D = V \ D, contains the rest of
the nodes.
We associate each non-dominant nodeu ∈ D to its
closest dominant neighbor. The latter, denoted byp(u),
is in charge ofu, meaning it has to choose a radius that
coversu when this one has not already been covered.
This coverage is needed ifu is awake, otherwise (if
u is sleeping), the distance tou does not need to be
considered in the broadcasting process. Note that, in our
experiments, we assumed the need for coverage despite
possible sleep status, since no significant differences
were discovered.
(a) T = 50 (b) T = 150
Fig. 8. Final graphs with dominating sets and associated non-
dominant nodes.
For instance, Figure 7 shows an unit graph (R =
250) with its associated (symmetrical)LMST. We have
applied our topology control algorithm for two different
values of T . For both cases, we have computed a
dominating set by using the self-pruning generalized rule
[20]. Black nodes are dominant, while white ones are
non-dominant. Some edges have been removed for the
sake of clarity: non-dominant nodes are only linked to
their closest dominant node.
We further reduce the complexity of the dominant
subgraph by computing theRNG of it. By using this
graph, every dominant node has just to cover its dom-
inant neighbors that belong to theRNG, which can
furthermore reduce the needed radius in the process
of broadcasting. For instance, Figure 8 gives the final
graphs where we have computedRNG over dominant
node subgraph of Figure 7. Note that one can also use
LMST instead ofRNG for the same purpose. However,
this would require extra message from each node.
The Broadcasting Process
For a nodeu, the sets of dominant neighborsND(u)
and non dominant neighbors associated with itN
D
(u)
are defined by:
∀u ∈ V
{
ND(u) = {v | v ∈ D ∧ (u, v) ∈ ET }
N
D
(u) = {v | v ∈ D ∧ u = p(v) ∧ (u, v) ∈ ET }
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Each node should send a message to its neighbors
about its dominating set status in order to determine
neighbors in the graph and properly select the target
radius. The broadcasting algorithm proceeds as follows:
1) A dominant nodeu that wishes to launch a broad-
casting emits its message with the minimal range
that coversND(u) andND(u).
2) A non-dominant node that wishes to launch a
broadcasting emits its message to its nearest (as-
sociated) dominant neighbor.
3) A dominant nodeu that receives the message
rebroadcasts it with the range which allows to
cover non-covered nodes inND(u) and ND(u).
It does not take into account neighbors that have
been covered (according to the knowledge of
the node, extracted from messages previously re-
ceived) when it received the message.
4) A non-dominant node that receives the message
never relays it.
VI. PERFORMANCESEVALUATION
In this section, we give experimental results obtained
with our own C++ simulator for our proposed protocols
TR-LBOP and TRDS, and comparisons with existing
other protocols. For these comparisons, we chose:
• LBOP, asTR-LBOP is based on it.
• BIP, which is one of the best centralized solutions.
Our theoretical analysis shows that there is no mathe-
matical or algorithmic difference between cases with and
without reception charge, only a constantc = ce + cr
changes its value. Since constant is basically an arbitary
number taken from some literature, the same diagrams
for both cases can be used, and there is no need for
separate experiments and separate explanations. We thus
used the common parameters derived from the paper by
Rodoplu and Meng [11], so that the values used are:
α = 4, c = 108.
As our goal is to compare the energy savings obtained
by these protocols, we do not consider mobility here. So,
in our simulations, the network is static and is always
composed of300 nodes randomly placed in a square area
whose size is computed to obtain a given density. The
MAC layer is assumed to be ideal, that is, no collision
occurs when two nodes emit at the same time. The
initial maximum communication radiusR is fixed to250
meters. The timeout for the neighbor elimination scheme
in TR-LBOP is randomly generated. For each measure,
250 broadcasts are launched and for each broadcast,
a new connected network is generated. The average
selected density in our experiments (for tables that do
not use density as independent variable) is50. Time
complexities of algorithms likeTRDS with LMST are
quadratic in density: simulations done with density100
are about4 times slower than those with density50.
We define the efficiency of a protocol in terms of
energy savings, so we could compute the power con-
sumptions of each of them and compare them to each
other. However, as each network is randomly generated
for each iteration and protocol, the consumptions cannot
be directly compared. Thus, we compute a ratio that we
call EER (Expanded Energy Ratio), which represents
the energy consumption of the considered protocol com-
pared to the energy that would have been spent by a
simple blind flooding for the same network. The value
of EER is therefore defined by:
EER =
Eprotocol
Eflooding
× 100.
As our protocols are based on a target radius, we make
comparisons by varying this parameter between0 a d the
maximum range (which is set to250m.). Each time, the
protocol TRDS is used in conjunction either with the
LMST or with theRNG for the topology control step.
Our main goal when designing the proposed protocols
was to emit using the ‘target’ radiusT . So, we first
depict the effectiveness of this parameter on the topology
control in our protocols in Figure 9, which gives in 9(a),
for a range of differentT values, the average radius
effectively used by nodes during the broadcasting. It
works as intended, since we are easily able to control
these radii, except for too low values, where nodes must
use a longer one to keep the connectivity:T is too low
t keep the graph connected, and the distance between
neighbors in the chosen subgraph (LMST or RNG in
our experiments) is then used as a minimum value. We
have therefore designed localized protocols where nodes
apply preferred transmission radii.
In Figure 9(b), we focus onTRDS and give the aver-
age distance between dominant neighbors, depending on
T . This distance is important, because in this protocols
only dominant nodes (except possibly the source) will
emit packets to perform the broadcasting, and the chosen
radius will have to cover at least dominant neighbors.
This again demonstrates thatT correctly influences the
topology, since we are able to control the distance
b tween dominant nodes. More precisely, it appears that
the average distance between dominant neighbors is
approximately two thirds of the target radius. We believe
that the average distance will be closer to the target
radius if density is further increased from the used value
50.
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Fig. 10. EER for varying T .
Figure 10 illustrates the energy savings offered by our
protocols, compared to other existing ones, by provid-
ing the EER obtained for varyingT . Performances of
LBOP and BIP do not vary, because their behavior is
independent of the value ofT . One can observe the
existence of a minimum energy consumption in both
TR-LBOP andTRDS, which is an experimental proof
of the existence of an optimal radius. This minimum
is obtained whenT = 80m. (average radius of almost
80m.) for TR-LBOP and TRDS with LMST. This
difference with the theoretical value (100m.) can be
explained by low density used (50) and border effects.
When we increased density to100, the optimal radius
we obtained was96m. Therefore we believe that with
the further increased density the practical optimal radius
will approach the theoretical one. Using theLMST as
a connected subgraph instead of theRNG for TRDS
gives better results, and this seems natural as theLMST
is itself a subgraph of theRNG: it can only be less
‘demanding’ than the latter.
Regarding performances, not surprisingly, centralized
BIP obtains the best results, but other protocols perform
well considering they depend only on local informa-
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Fig. 11. Passive nodes for varyingT .
tion about the network. The minimum consumption of
TR-LBOP and TRDS with LMST is lower than the
consumption ofLBOP, which validates our process.
The difference of energy savings between our two new
protocols is very small, but if we consider that non-
dominant nodes can enter a sleep mode,TRDS can offer
better results for some kinds of networks (like sensor
networks), as these savings are not taken into account
here.
Figure 11 gives the average percentage of passive
nodes for both localized protocols. All non-transmitting
nodes are counted, regardless of their status (dominant
or not). In fact, NES (neighbor elimination) has lit-
tle impact on the performance ofTRDS, because the
constructed network is already sparse. For instance, at
density 50, T = 80, NES gives EER of 2.16 instead
of 2.20. In TR-LBOP, passive nodes are idle (nodes
that receive the message but do not relay it) while in
TRDS they may sleep (non dominant nodes). If we
consider a value of80 for the target radius, which is
the one that gives the best energy savings for both
protocols, we can observe thatTR-LBOP has a higher
number of idle nodes thanTRDS has sleeping nodes
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(52% against42%). However, sleeping nodes consume
far less energy than idle ones. Indeed, we assign energy
values for the different states derived from [29]: sleeping
nodes consume1 unit of energy, idle nodes15 units
and transmitting nodes28 units. As assigned radii are
approximately the same for both two protocols, we can
assume that a node consumes the same energy for a
transmission, regardless of the protocol. For the target
radius of80m., and300 nodes in the network, we obtain
a consumption of4998 units for TRDS and6372 units
for TR-LBOP. This illustrates the superiority of having
sleeping nodes instead of idle ones.
This part is especially targeted at sensor networks,
in which communications can be scheduled.TRDS
protocol allows such a scheduling, because we know
exactly which nodes have to retransmit the broadcasting
messages: sleeping nodes can periodically wake up at
agreed times to receive broadcast messages from their
awake neighbors. This is not possible with protocols in
which nodes have to monitor their neighborhood in order
to achieve the diffusion. WithTRDS, the ‘broadcasting
infrastructure’ only needs to be updated from time to
time to balance the load of the network (this reorganisa-
tion can also be scheduled in such networks).
Based on the computations for many densities, we give
in Figure 12 the bestEER obtained for each of theses
densities. We can notice in 12(a) thatTR-LBOP and
TRDS become much more energy-efficient thanLBOP
with higher densities. We give also in 12(b) the overhead
in the energy consumption compared toBIP. A value
of 150 for LBOP and for a density of90 means that
the energy consumption ofLBOP is 150% higher than
the consumption ofBIP for the same density. We can
notice that while the overhead is constantly increasing
for LBOP past a given density (around30), the overhead
of TR-LBOP is very stable and stays under60%. The
overhead ofTRDS is also stable past the density of80.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Several localized broadcasting protocols were pro-
posed recently, with the goal of minimizing the energy
consumption, while still guaranteeing a total coverage
of the network. However, they were based on selecting
near neighbors from a sparse topology, which did not
reflect well the problems associated with the constant
energy charge to each transmission. For dense networks,
it resulted in energy inefficient solutions. This article
settled this problem by presenting the concept of optimal
transmission radius for broadcasting, computed with a
hexagonal tiling of the network area. Computations were
made for two different situations, with or without taking
into account the energy consumption upon reception.
To take advantage of this contribution, we then pre-
sented two different energy efficient protocols, named
TR-LBOP and TRDS that use a target radius for
topology control, instead of simply minimizing needed
radii. These protocols were shown to be efficient and
competitive with a centralized one likeBIP, for all
network densities.
The TRDS protocol is presented because it gives a
unique solution to two different problems: minimum
energy broadcasting and activity scheduling. By placing
nodes not selected for connected dominating set into
sleep mode, additional significant savings are obtained.
TRDS is shown to be competitive toTR-LBOP even
with all nodes remaining awake.
As part of our future work, we aim at implementing
our protocols underNS2 [30]. This will allow us to
obtain figures when considering mobility and a realistic
MAC layer. We are also working on a localized version
of BIP, in which each node apply theBIP scheme on its
2-hop neighborhood and forward the given instructions
with the broadcasting packet [31]. From a certain point
of view, this protocol can be seen as a variant of
MPR: nodes not only forward which neighbors have
b en chosen as relays, but also which radius should be
considered. We expect this protocol to provide really
good performances, provided that2-hop information is
available at each node, which can be a drawback not
present with protocols presented in this paper.
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